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ACCESS STATEMENT FOR 

“PILTON HOUSE”, 2 NOTTAGE ROAD, NEWTON,  SWANSEA, SA3 4SU

DISABILITY DISCRIMINATION ACT

(Updated November 2013)

INTRODUCTION

We welcome all who want to visit “Pilton House”, whether to be on holiday and enjoy the beautiful beaches,

countryside and villages of Gower,  to have a base for visiting friends and family,  or for bringing family whilst on

business in the area.  

“Pilton House” is a family home with a large kitchen, separate dining room, large living-room, an utility room, two

bedrooms and one shower-room (not en-suite), whilst to the rear, there is a rear walled courtyard with an useful large

Studio (outbuilding).  All accommodation is derived from our having converted previously unused areas within a

semi-detached three storey traditional Edwardian property, so certain aspects need to be borne in mind; for instance,

although we aim to meet the needs of all of our guests, there are some features which might make access difficult for

people with limited mobility. 

For example, “Pilton House” is located on a slope, which results in the rear of the property being at ground level, whilst

the front of the property is at first-floor level.  This means that to reach the front door (main entrance) of the property,

steps lead up from the ground level, and these have to be used in order to access the front door.  

Although rear access to the property is available via a back gate (which leads into the courtyard garden) and although

such access could be considered as an alternative for main access into the property, then it should be noted that before

the gate (which is located approximately 72"/183cm from the pavement) is reached, there is a roadside kerb, two

concrete steps, and a narrow tarmacadamed path (approximately 24"/61cm wide) gently sloping upwards to be walked

up and along before reaching the wooden gate (41"/104cm approximate width and situated at right angles to the path). 

Once access is made into the courtyard garden, most of the ground there is laid to gravel.  

Within the main property, internal doors are of mixed traditional widths, and rooms are mostly of Edwardian

proportions, but due to bedrooms being on the first ('second') floor and the living-room being on the '(lower) ground'

floor, it is considered that the property is not suitable for fully wheelchair-bound users. 

PRE-ARRIVAL

• Newton is a Gower village served by a daily bus service and is some five miles from the nearest railway station. 

Newton is also approximately 1mile/1.6km from the nearest large village of Mumbles with a good range of local

shops, and approximately 5.7miles/9.2km from Swansea City Centre with its range of large and national shops

• “Pilton House” is located on the junction of two roads (Nottage Road and Newton Road), and there is a floor-

mounted enamel name-plate with the wording “NOTTAGE ROAD” immediately outside the boundary wall of

the property, on the pavement.

• There is a narrow (41"/104cm) pavement outside “Pilton House”.  Within the boundary wall of the property, and

to the front, is an iron gate which opens onto an obstruction free path.  From the latter, 9 stone steps lead up to

the front door (each step is 41"/104cm width with Risers and Treads having an average height and depth of

7"/18cm and 9.5"/24cm respectively)

• To the left-hand side of the steps, there is a galvanised metal handrail (44"/111.5cm high from each step). The

handrail is usable from the gate level right up to the front door

• At the top of the steps, and in front of the front door, there is a level, red and black, tiled area (45"/114.5cm x

39.5"/100cm)

• The name of the property  -  “Pilton House”  -  is clearly displayed in large gold lettering on the glass panel

above the front door 

• The number ‘2' (i.e. for 2 Nottage Road) is displayed on the Pillar to the right-hand side of the front door

• Good lighting to the front door and steps is supplied by both an external light, as well as from an illuminated

Road sign on the pavement adjacent to the front boundary wall of the property
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PRE-ARRIVAL (continued)

• Blue-badge holders (only) are able to stop on the double-yellow lines (with hazard-lights clearly visible) for a

short while for the purpose of  unloading and loading of luggage, bags and passengers. 

• Provided we are notified in advance about anyone having disabilities, arrangement can be effected for the

purpose of  unloading and loading of luggage, bags and passengers via the rear of the property

•  Two local shops (one Newsagent/Grocery/Wine/Lottery, and one Butchers/Greengrocery) are within close

(uphill) walking distance, and two Public Houses with Bar/Restaurant facilities (one of the PH’s has a car-park

to the rear of its premises) are also within close (uphill) walking distance

• The nearest Petrol and Service Garage is opposite both of the village's two Public Houses

• Within walking distance are also a Church (Church of Wales, sited opposite the far end of Nottage Road) and a

Chapel (‘Paraclete’ [Congregational], a little bit further up Newton Road than the Public Houses)

• Nearest Beaches (sandy and/or surfing) are at Langland and at Caswell (both about 15-20 minutes walk away

going there, but may take a lot longer coming back uphill from both!)  There are Car Parks at both locations,

each having Parking Spaces for Blue Badge holders (and both car parks have payment machines)

• The nearest Post Office is in Mumbles (about 1mile/1.61Km away) either by foot (downhill there, some steep

uphill sections coming back), by car, or by bus.

• The nearest bus stop is located in Newton Road, about 30ft/9.2m from the back gate of “Pilton House”.  There is

another bus-stop within walking distance in Caswell Road   - reached by walking uphill to the far end of Nottage

Road, then turning left and then left again.

• Bus services are principally provided by First bus (Nos. 2, 2A and 3A), with a half-hourly service.  These buses

stop at many places between Newton and Swansea City Centre (Places include Mumbles, Blackpill, Sketty Lane,

Swansea University, Swansea Recreation Ground, and the Quadrant Bus Station in Swansea City Centre)  From

the Quadrant Bus Station, travel by bus or coach to all other parts of South Wales and other parts of the UK is

possible

• The property is able to accommodate up to 4 persons (adults, or adults and children) plus one baby or toddler

comfortably, but could also accommodate up to 5 persons (2 adults and 3 children) plus one baby or toddler,

based on the following configurations;-

< the Front Bedroom contains a double bed, sleeping two persons.  Due to the size of the room, it can also

accommodate one baby (cot and mattress available), or one toddler (toddler bed, mattress, and bedding

available) but for either we would require prior notice in order to erect the units prior to arrival

< the Back Bedroom contains a ‘Guest bed’ which can be arranged as;- 

• just 1 x 3ft single bed and mattress (36"/91.4cm wide x 75"/190cm long), which is suppled with a

double-size quilt.  This bed sleeps 1 person (adult or child)

• or 1 x 3ft single bed and mattress (36"/91.4cm wide x 75"/190cm long) plus a separate 1 x 2ft 6in

single bed and mattress (30"/cm wide x 75"/190cm long) each of which is supplied with a

double-size quilt..  Please Note that the height of the 2ft 6in bed  is the same height as that of the

3ft bed.  Each bed sleeps 1 person (an adult or child  - making 2 persons in total)

• or 1 x 5ft 6in small super-king size bed (i.e. 66"/168cm wide x 75"/190cm long), which is created

by joining the 3ft and 2ft 6in beds through the employment of a  'Quick Link adjustable snap-shut

belt'. When the belt is used together with a fully reversible pocketed luxury comforter, both

ensure that the two beds are held firmly against each other and at the same height.  The quilt

supplied for the 5ft 6in bed is a Super King size.  The small super-king size bed can sleep 2 to 3

persons (e.g. 2 adults; or 2 adults and 1 child; or 3 children)

• Children of all ages are welcome, plus - 

< we can accommodate one baby (cot and mattress, high chair and safety gate available), but we would

require prior notice in order to erect the units prior to arrival

< and/or one toddler (toddler bed, mattress, and bedding available) but again we would require prior notice

in order to erect the units prior to arrival

• We are also able to accommodate up to two well-behaved dogs, but require prior notice and details about them

• Details regarding the “Emergency Exit” policy are included within this Access Statement (at the end of each

Room’s details), as well as within the provided Information Folder

• Home from Home's website provides the latest pictures of our accommodation and further information about the

services we provide (see http://www.homefromhome.com/cottage-details/299# )

• Please see the "Contact Information" section at the end of this document for further details.
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ARRIVAL, UNLOADING/LOADING, AND CAR-PARKING

• Your accommodation is normally available on the day of your arrival at 3.00pm. We would be grateful if you

could let us know (via Home from Home) when you expect to arrive so that we can ensure that we are available

to greet you and provide advice about the property and location.

• “Pilton House” is on the corner of both a one-way street (Nottage Road) and a two-way road (Newton Road) 

• To the front (and side) of the property are double yellow lines

• Only vehicles with Blue Badge drivers/passengers are able to stop on the double-yellow lines (with hazard-lights

clearly visible) for a short while for the purpose of  unloading and loading of luggage, bags and passengers.

Users of wheelchairs and/or motorised buggies may have problems with this means of access.

• Provided we are notified in advance, we will be happy to offer assistance for the unloading of luggage.  For

anyone with physical disabilities, arrangement can be effected for the purpose of  unloading and loading of

luggage, bags and passengers via the rear gate of the property. 

• Only on-road parking is available, and then in several close-by locations (e.g. opposite the property, plus further

up Nottage Road, as well as in Newton Road). There is not any resident-only parking, nor any designated

disabled parking spaces, within the village

MAIN ENTRANCE

• At the top of the steps, a  galvanised metal handrail (44"/111.5cm high) is mounted to the perimeter of the level

red and black tiled area (45"/114.5cm x 39.5"/100cm) and provides support up to the front door 

• The front door, which is 32.75"/90cm wide, is wooden and has both a Yale-style deadbolt night-latch and a

5-lever deadlock (both key-operated)

• The front door is hinged on its right-hand side and opens inwards

• To enter the property there is one step (of 35.5"/90cm width, 10.75"/27.5cm depth, 8.5"/201.5cm height)

comprising of a stone section plus wooden threshold and metal threshold) which then leads onto the inner

hallway

• The Main Entrance is well lit, being served by;- 

< Daylight

< Artificial light from an external light-fitting fitted with an energy-saving lamp.  Please Note that to

operate the light fitting, there is a 3-gang light switch (flush mounted) located just inside the Inner Porch

(on the wall below the wall cabinets), the said switches controlling (a. Left-hand) the outside light-fitting,

(b.  Middle) the Inner Porch light-fitting, and ©.  Right-hand) the Main Hallway light fitting

< Artificial light is also provided from an illuminated Road sign on the pavement adjacent to the property’s

front door

INNER PORCH

< The inner porch (36"/91.5cm wide, 62"/157.5cm long) has level encaustic tiles which are partially covered with

two non-slip washable door-mats

< The Inner Porch is well lit, being served by;- 

< Daylight from the glazed window above the Main Entrance (door), as well as from some daylight from

the upvc window on the half-landing

< Artificial light from a 3-arm light-fitting (fitted with energy-saving lamps). To operate the light fitting,

there is a 3-gang light switch (flush mounted) located just inside the Inner Porch (on the wall below the

wall cabinets), the said switches controlling (a.  Left-hand) the outside light-fitting, (b.  Middle) the Inner

Porch light-fitting, and (Right-hand) the Main Hallway light fitting

• On the same wall, mounted higher up, are two wooden cabinets in which  the electricity meter is housed (left-

hand cabinet) and mains consumer unit including miniature circuit breakers (MCB’s) and isolating residual

circuit breakers (RCD’s) are housed (right-hand cabinet)

• There are not any electrical sockets, nor any form of heating within the inner porch

• There is a coat-rack with 4 brass hooks (and a clock) mounted on the right-hand wall

• There are not any handrails within the inner porch, although there is a 3"/7.5cm high, 1"/2.5cm deep, dado rail

on both sides of the walls (the dado is fixed 39.75"/110cm up from the floor level)
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MAIN HALLWAY

• Is entered through a half-glazed wooden inner door (32"/81.5cm wide) which is fitted with a Victorian-style

brass lockable rim lock

• The half-glazed wooden inner door is hinged on its right-hand side and opens inwards

• Ground floor main hallway is carpeted throughout

• There are not any windows in the Main Hallway

• The Main Hallway is fairly well lit, being served by;- 

< Daylight from the glazed window above the Main Entrance (door), as well as from some daylight from

the upvc window on the half-landing

< Artificial light (when switched on) from the 3-arm light-fitting (fitted with energy-saving lamps) located

within the Inner Porch.

< Artificial light from a 28watt Normal and Emergency Light fitting mounted on the ceiling between the

bottom of the stairs and the entrance to the Kitchen.   The switch to operate the Emergency Light fitting

is on a 3-gang light switch (flush mounted) located to the left of the mirror within the Main Hallway

• Below the Hall mirror is a single radiator (36.25"/92cm wide x 24"/61cm high x 3.25"/8cm deep) with its own

thermostatic controller (valve). Due to its depth, the width of the main hallway along the width of the radiator

(only) is reduced to 33"/84cm

• To the left-hand side of the radiator, there is a flush-mounted twin 13 amp switch-socket (17.25"/44cm above

floor level)

• There are not any handrails within the hallway although there is a 3"/7.5cm high, 1"/2.5cm deep dado rail on

both sides of the walls (the dado is fixed 39.75"/110cm up from the floor level)

• From the inner door to the bottom of the main internal stairs, the width of the main hallway is 36"/91.5cm

• To the right of the main internal stairs, is access into both the Kitchen and the Utility Room (from the main

hallway)

• The section of main hallway to the right of the main internal stairs leading to the Utility Room is 32.25"/82cm

wide

• Mounted on the wall to the left-hand side of the Kitchen door (within the main hallway) is the main

Controller/Thermostat for the property's Central Heating

UTILITY ROOM

• The door of the Utility Room is 30.25"/77cm wide (hinged outwards on its right-hand side) of original pine

wood, and is fitted with brass knobs, plus a brass tubular mortice roller-catch.

• The room is 6 - shaped, where the right-hand section is accessed immediately on opening the door, and where

the left-hand section lies under the staircase. 

• Due to the rear section of the former being difficult to reach from within the room itself, an access door has been

created in the side of the (sloping downwards, right to left) staircase, and is accessed from the hallway to the left

of the main door to the Utility Room.  This right-hinged cut-in access door (approximately 24"/61cm wide), has

its own handle and magnetic catch (Please Note. due to its gradually reducing height, the area under the stairs is

mostly suitable for storage of shoes and boots, and is also where the High Chair is stored)

• The Utility Room is fairly well lit, being served by;- 

< Daylight from the (rear-wall mounted) obscured-glass lockable upvc window

< Artificial light from a ceiling-mounted light-fitting (fitted with an energy-saving lamp).  The light fitting

is operated by a pull-cord switch (the pull-cord hangs from the ceiling towards the right-hand side of the

wall just inside the door)

• On the right-hand wall just inside the door, are two wall-mounted wooden coat racks (with brass hooks)

• The flooring throughout the utility room is a non-slip linoleum

• Although there isn't a central heating radiator in the Utility Room, an electrical  'frost-watcher' adjustable heater

is mounted to the wall to the left of the washing machine

• Situated within the room are an automatic washing machine (not a washer-drier), a tumble-drier (with attachable

vent-hose), a cylinder-style vacuum cleaner and tools, a steam-iron and ironing board, a small step-ladder, and a

range of brushes and cleaning implements

• The room has a water-supply tap (for the washing-machine), a twin 13 amp switch-socket (for the washing

machine) and an in-line wall-mounted 4-way 13 amp extension switch-socket (for the tumble-drier and the

frost-watcher heater)
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UTILITY ROOM (continued)

• Emergency Exit from the Utility Room (dependant upon the source of the emergency) is to be made either

through the Kitchen's Patio Doors/the Rear Lobby’s half glazed door and then into the Courtyard

Garden (i.e. to the property’s rear) OR into Nottage Road via the property's Hallway and Main Entrance.

KITCHEN

• is entered from the Main Hallway via a door (30.75"/78cm wide and hinged inwards on its left-hand side) of

original (pine wood) fitted with a Victorian-style brass lockable rim lock and having brass knobs

• The Kitchen is very well lit, being served by;- 

< Daylight from its pair of Patio doors as well as from light filtering through to the Kitchen from the large

window in the Dining room.  Also, when the door between the Kitchen and the Rear Lobby area is left

open, light enters the Kitchen from the Rear Lobby’s double-glazed door.

< Artificial lighting in the Kitchen is provided by a ceiling-mounted 5-arm Light fitting fitted with

energy-saving lamps.  After entering from the Hallway, the (dimmer) light-switch is located on the

Kitchen’s right-hand wall and is operated by “pushing in for on, and pushing in again for off”, after

which, the lights can be dimmed or brightened by turning the knob to the left or to the right (to increase

or decrease the lamps’ brightness)

• The flooring in the Kitchen is wood-strip-effect linoleum

• Mounted on the wall to the right of the Patio doors is a central-heating radiator (20"/51cm wide x 34.75"/88.5cm

high [top of radiator to floor] x 5.25"/13cm deep [from the wall to the radiator's front])

• There is a mix of flush 2-gang (6 of) and 1-gang (2 of) 13 amp switch sockets, together with specific appliance

switches/isolators (3 of), fitted on each of the kitchen's walls

• On the wall above the 3-drawer base unit is a surface-mounted Telephone Point (containing an ADSL adaptor)

• The kitchen units are a mixture of floor and wall mounted units

• Floor units are 36"/92cm high, and have a mix of door and drawer fronts (height between floor and door handle

mostly 21"/53.3cm; height from floor to drawer handles varies, but highest handle is 32"/91.5cm)

• Wall units are 30.5“/78cm high, and are located 17“/43.5cm above the worktop

• All worktops are wood-block-effect melamine, and are generally of 24"/61.5cm depth, except in the area either

side of the range cooker where the worktops are 13.25"/33.5cm deep at their narrowest point

• There is a flush single sink (17.5"/45cm x 15.5"/40cm x 7.25"/18.5cm) and single drainer (19.5"/49.5cm x

20"/51cm) , which is served by a lever mixer (swivel) tap

• All small appliances (Kettle, Toaster, Microwave) are kept on the worktops

• All other small appliances (Food-Mixer, Blender) are kept within the floor mounted units

• All large appliances (Dishwasher, Larder Fridge, Freezer, Range Cooker) are free-standing, and are kept flush

with all floor units

• All appliances (large and small) have been PAT-tested (2012)

• The Dishwasher’s door is hinged from its bottom edge  

• The Freezer's door is hinged on its left-hand side  

• The Larder Fridge's door is hinged on its right-hand side

• The Range Cooker (Gas) has 3 doors; the Grill-door opens downwards; Oven one is hinged on its right-hand

side and Oven two is hinged on its  left-hand side. There is also a bottom (Warming/Storage) drawer which

slides out.

• All controls for the Range Cooker are on its front fascia panel

• Above the Range Cooker, mounted within the chimney-breast is a flush Cooker-hood with its own controls

• To the rear of the Kitchen (to the left of the Patio-doors) and located on the wall, is both a Kitchen Extractor fan,

and a switch for same

• To the rear of the Kitchen (to the left of the Patio-doors) and located on the floor, is a cream and brushed steel

tall pedal bin

• To the rear of the Kitchen (leading into the rear Courtyard) is a pair of lockable upvc double-glazed Patio doors,

both of which open outwards.  The left-hand door is 22.75"/58cm wide and the right-hand door is 21"/53cm

wide (overall width is 40.5"/103cm).  

• From the Kitchen into the Courtyard there is a step (threshold); 2.25“/5.5cm on the Kitchen side and 6.75“/17cm

on the Courtyard side
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KITCHEN (continued) 

• To the rear of the Kitchen (right-hand side of the Patio-doors) mounted on the wall, is a Rectangular (magnetic)

Notice Board, and to its right are mounted a Fire Extinguisher as well as a Fire Blanket

• To the same wall which houses the Range Cooker (and in the corner to its left-hand side) is a door (29.55"/75cm

wide and hinged inwards on its left-hand side) of original (pine wood) fitted with a Victorian-style brass

lockable rim lock and with brass knobs

• To the right of that door, and on the adjacent return wall, is a light-switch (two-way)  which switches on (and

off) the ceiling light in the Kitchen (Please Note that this switch is not dimmable)

• Emergency Exit from the Kitchen (dependant upon the source of the emergency) is to be made either

through the Kitchen's Patio Doors/the Rear Lobby’s half glazed door and then into the Courtyard

Garden (i.e. to the property’s rear) OR into Nottage Road via the property's Hallway and Main

Entrance.

DINING ROOM

• Access from the Kitchen into the Dining room is through an open (square) archway (48"/122cm wide x

81"/205cm high)

• The Dining room is well lit, being served by;- 

< Daylight from a large front-aspect upvc double-glazed lockable window (glazed area is 43"/109cm wide,

74.5"/189cm high, the top part (39.5"/100cm wide x 33"/84cm high) of which opens outwards, being

hinged on its top edge)

< Artificial light from a ceiling suspended light fitting (all lamps are energy-saving and dimmable).  The

switch to operate the Dining Room's ceiling suspended light fitting is on a 2-gang light switch (flush

mounted) located in the Kitchen on the opposite side of the archway-wall (found on the wall between the

Kitchen and Hallway)

< A wall-mounted 38watt Normal and Emergency Light fitting located on the wall towards the bottom of

the stairs leading into the Living Room.   The switch to operate the Emergency Light fitting is on a

2-gang light switch (flush mounted) located in the Kitchen on the opposite side of the archway-wall

(found on the wall between the Kitchen and Hallway)

• Above the front upvc double-glazed window is a metal curtain rail, from which hang a pair of tab-top curtains

(each having a 100"/254cm drop)

• Flooring is original pine (treated and varnished) floor boards, part of which is covered by a large rug (92"/234cm

x 67"/170cm)

• Heating in the Dining room (with partial heat into the stairs area) is from an upright wall-mounted radiator

(mounted on the wall at the top of the stairwell) which has its own thermostatic controller (valve)

• Flush-mounted on walls in the room is a mix of 13 amp 2-gang switch-sockets, spurs and a TV Co-axial socket

• Either side of the fire-place are two floor-standing (but also screwed to the wall) glass-fronted display cabinets,

each being 20.25"/51.5cm wide x 16.25"/41.5cm deep x 74.5"/189cm high. The left-hand cabinet door is hinged

on its left-hand side, and the right-hand cabinet is hinged on its right-hand side

• Within the opening of the fire-place is a fully-working wood-burner Villager stove (fire).  Although this fire is

working (and the chimney has recently been thoroughly cleaned) it is requested that the wood-burner is not used

due to its close proximity to the Dining room table and chairs

• The Dining table (extendable by means of a section included within one end of the table) is real maple wood and 

33"/84 wide x 59"/150cm long (excluding the extension)  x 28"/72.5cm high (with a clearance height of

25.5"/65cm from the floor)

• Each armless dining-chair (with fire-retardant fabric seats) is 39.5"/100cm high x 13.5"/35cm wide x

18.25"/46.5cm deep, with the fabric seating area being (at its widest) 17.5"/43.5cm x 15.25"/39cm deep

• From the Dining room leading down into the Living room are internal stairs to the Living Room

• Emergency Exit from the Dining Room (dependant upon the source of the emergency) is to be made

either through the Kitchen's Patio Doors/the Rear Lobby’s half glazed door and then into the Courtyard

Garden (i.e. to the property’s rear) OR into Nottage Road via the property's Hallway and Main Entrance
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REAR LOBBY AREA

• The Rear Lobby (which leads to both the Family Shower room and to the single back door) is entered from the

original (pine wood) door (29.55"/75cm wide and hinged inwards on its left-hand side) in the Kitchen (i.e. on the

same wall as the Range Cooker

• There are three doors within the Rear Lobby.  One is the Kitchen door mentioned in the previous bullet point,

one is a lockable upvc double-glazed door (30"/76cm wide) which has its top half glazed and the bottom half

'solid' upvc with a dog-flap mounted into it, whilst the third door is a modern pine door (30"/76cm wide) fitted

with brass handles and a 'Vacant - Engaged' lock, which is the entrance into the Shower-room

• From the Rear Lobby into the Courtyard there is a step/threshold; 2.25“/5.5cm on the Lobby side and

6.75“/17cm on the Courtyard side

• Light within the lobby area is provided by either;- 

< Daylight through the back door's glazed window, or

< Artificial light from a ceiling-mounted light-fitting (fitted with an energy-saving lamp), which is operated

by using the middle switch of a 3-gang flush switch (located on the wall to the right of the First Aid kit)

• The floor within the Rear Lobby has matt quarry tiles (red), on which is a non-slip mat (30.25"/77cm wide x

17.75"/46cm deep), whilst the walls’ lower sections are half-tiled (shiny dark green), and the walls’ upper

sections are painted

• There are not any electrical sockets, nor any form of heating within the rear lobby

• Of the other two switches on the 3-gang light switch, the left-hand switch operates the light-fitting in the

Courtyard Garden, whilst the right-hand switch operates the light-fitting in the Shower-room

• Mounted on the wall opposite the door leading from the Kitchen into the Rear Lobby area, is a comprehensively

filled First-Aid Kit

• Emergency Exit from the Rear Lobby (dependant upon the source of the emergency) is to be made either

through the Rear Lobby’s half glazed door/the Kitchen's Patio Doors and then into the Courtyard

Garden (i.e. to the property’s rear) OR into Nottage Road via the property's Hallway and Main Entrance

FAMILY SHOWER-ROOM

• The Shower-room provides a spacious area in which are a large shower cubicle, sink, toilet and floor unit

• The door of the Shower-room is 30"/76cm wide (hinged inwards on its right-hand side) of modern pine wood,

and is fitted with a 'Vacant - Engaged' lock, and brass knobs

• Light within the Shower Room is provided by;- 

< Daylight through the large lockable upvc tilt-and-turn double-glazed window, the glazed section of

which has 'reeded' obscure glass

< Artificial light from a ceiling-mounted light-fitting (fitted with 4 fitted energy-saving lamps within

adjustable 'tubes' mounted onto a single chrome base-plate; all IP65 rated).  The light-fitting is operated

by using the middle switch of a 3-gang flush switch (located outside the Shower Room, by the First Aid

kit)

• All flooring comprises of non slip tiling

• All walls (floor to ceiling) are fully tiled in a matt one-colour finish.  Tiling within the shower cubicle area is of

a strip-pattern matt finish

• Mounted on the rear wall of the room to the left of the shower enclosure, is a chrome-finish tall heated towel

rail/radiator, which has its own thermostatic controller (valve)

• Mounted on the Window wall to the right of and above the sink unit is a chrome-finish extending double-sided

mirror (round)

• Consistent with Building Regulations there are not any switch-sockets within any part of the Shower room,

although there is a Transformer-operated Shaver Point, as well as two isolator switches (one being for the 

Wall-fan and the other for the Central Heating Boiler. Both isolator switches are mounted close to the ceiling)

• Fitted into the wall opposite the shower enclosure is a Wall-fan which is operated by means of an attached

Pull-cord (pull once to switch on the fan, and then pull once again to turn off the fan)

• Within the wall-cupboard (sited on the wall above the toilet) is located the Central Heating Combi-boiler

• The toilet pan is fitted with a soft-close seat, as well as a close-coupled water cistern.  The cistern can be flushed

in one of  three ways (left-hand 'button' only; right-hand button only, or both buttons at the same time; such

producing varying amounts of water to flush the pan)
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FAMILY SHOWER-ROOM (continued)

• The sink unit is wall-mounted, and comprises of two parts.  One is the sink top itself which is both rectangular

and angular, and is fitted with a push down 'plug' (to stop water escaping from the basin), and then push down

again (to allow the water to escape).  Fitted to the sink is a cross-head mixer (swivel) tap.  The second part of the

sink unit comprises one large soft-closing deep drawer inside which is a smaller soft-closing drawer

• A large rectangular shower cubicle (46.75"/180.5cm long x 30.75"/78cm deep)  - constructed from bright

aluminium sections fitted with clear glass panels  -  is mounted on a porcelain shower tray, and is easily

accessible by use of the cubicle's sliding door (24"/61cm wide and sited opposite the sink unit)

• Within the shower cubicle are mounted a Shower-Tower (which has an overhead adjustable shower-head, plus 6

adjustable side body jets, plus another shower-head which has both a 'hidden' shower-hose, as well as an

adjustable pattern nozzle spray)

• Also within the shower cubicle is mounted a chrome grab rail (opposite the cubicle's door), and a hanging (over

the cubicle's end-panel) chrome shower tidy.  A slip-resistant mat for use within the shower tray is provided

• On the floor to the right of the shower-room is a chrome-finish cabinet (one door and one drawer) on castors

• Within the Shower-room, and located immediately behind the door to the room, is a floor-mounted door-stop

• Inside the Shower-room, to and on the rear of the door are mounted two dressing-gown 'hooks'

• To the right of the sink unit, and mounted on the window wall, is a pair of adjustable-arm, chrome towel-rails

• To the right of the toilet, and mounted on the window wall, is a toilet-roll holder

• To the left of the wall cupboard (above the toilet) are two wooden (painted white) open shelves

• Within the room are a matching; soap-dish, soap-dispenser, toothbrush holder/'tumbler' and a combined

toilet-brush/holder.  There is also a chrome-finish small swing-bin

• Emergency Exit from the Shower Room (dependant upon the source of the emergency) is to be made

either through the Rear Lobby's half-glazed door/the Kitchen's Patio Doors and then into the Courtyard

Garden (to the rear) OR into Newton Road from the room's double-glazed window (Please Note that from

the Shower room’s window to the road's surface there is a drop of approximately 84"/213cm)

INTERNAL STAIRS 

FROM THE DINING ROOM TO DOWNSTAIRS

• There is a staircase leading from the Dining room down to the Living room

• From the dining room (and excluding that level) there are 12 stairs leading down to the Living room (and

excluding that level), and all are 30"/76cm in width.  With the exception of the 'winder steps at the top and

bottom of the staircase (which have different tread depths) all other steps have a Riser average of 7.75"/20cm

height and average Tread depth of 9.5"/24cm

• The staircase has its own banister, but there is not a handrail on the wall opposite the banister

• The Staircase is well lit, being served by;- 

< Daylight from the Dining room’s large front-aspect double-glazed window

< Daylight from the Living room’s front-aspect double-glazed window

< Daylight from the Living room’s side-aspect double-glazed windows

< Artificial light from the wall-mounted 38watt Normal and Emergency Light fitting located on the wall

towards the bottom of the stairs leading into the Living Room.   The switches to operate the Light fitting

are on both a 2-gang light switch (flush mounted) located in the Kitchen on the opposite side

of the archway-wall (found on the wall between the Kitchen and Hallway) as well as on a 3-gang light

switch (flush mounted) located on the wall at the bottom of the staircase

< Artificial light (when switched on) from the Dining Room's ceiling suspended light fitting (all lamps are

energy-saving and dimmable).  The switch to operate that light fitting is on a 2-gang light switch (flush

mounted) located in the Kitchen on the opposite side of the archway-wall (found on the wall between the

Kitchen and Hallway)

• The full width and length of the staircase is carpeted

• Heating within the staircase area is provided from a mixture of heat rising from the downstairs Living Room's

radiators, combined with heat from the upright wall-mounted radiator (mounted on the wall at the top of the

stairwell)

• There are not any electrical sockets within the confines of the staircase
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FROM THE DINING ROOM TO DOWNSTAIRS (continued)

• Along the right-hand side of the staircase, as well as along that section between the right-hand side of the

staircase and the Dining Room's banister (to the left) there is a wooden shelf which runs the whole length of the

former, the depth of which is approximately 9.5"/24.5cm

• Emergency Exit from the Staircase (dependant upon the source of the emergency) is to be made either

through the Kitchen's Patio Doors /the Rear Lobby's half-glazed door and then into the Courtyard

Garden (to the rear) OR into Nottage Road via the property's Hallway and Main Entrance

LIVING ROOM

• Access into the Living Room is made via the staircase leading from the Dining room

• The Living room is generally well lit, being served by;- 

< Daylight from a upvc double-glazed lockable window (45.5"/116cm wide x 28.25"/72cm high) which

opens outwards, being hinged on its top edge.  This window is sited at the front of the room and has a

front-aspect overlooking part of Nottage Road 

< Daylight from a side-aspect upvc double-glazed lockable pair of vertical windows (30.5"/77.5cm wide x

68"/173cm high), both of which open outwards, both being hinged on their top edges,.  This window is

located at the side of the room and overlooks the side courtyard

< Artificial light from three wall-mounted fluted glass shades with chrome framing light fittings (fitted

with energy-saving lamps).  The switches to operate the light fittings are located (a) on the wall at the

bottom of the staircase leading into the Living-room, and (b) on the ‘pillar’ mid-way between the

fireplace and the vertical windows

< Artificial light from two table-lamp fittings (fitted with energy-saving lamps), and are plugged into flush-

mounted 13 amp switch sockets. On/off switches for the table-lamps are mounted on the fittings

themselves (on the lampholders), although the units can be operated by means of the 13 amp switch

sockets (flush mounted) located close to each table-lamp.

< Artificial light is also provided from the wall-mounted 38watt Normal and Emergency Light fitting

located on the wall towards the bottom of the stairs leading into the Living Room.   The switch to operate

the Emergency Light fitting is on a 3-gang light switch (flush mounted) located on the wall at the bottom

of the staircase

• The full width and length of the Living Room is carpeted, whilst there is one large rug (71.5"/181.5cm long x

48"/122cm wide) located on the floor between the Piano and the Dresser base, and a smaller rug (59.5"/151cm

long x 36"/91.5cm wide) located on the floor under the pine coffee table (i.e. between the settee and the

fireplace) 

• Heating within the Living Room is provided from two wall-mounted radiators (each fitted with its own

thermostatic controller (valve).  Within the room (on the far right-hand-side wall as seen from the bottom of the

staircase) is also a Living-flame Gas Fire (mounted within a 1930s style fire surround, and on a black marble

hearth).  This fire can also provide (adjustable) heating.  (Please Note that in circumstances when the Gas

Fire is to be lit,  a Fire-Guard  - which is kept in the Utility Room  -  should always be placed in front of

the fire, especially when Children and/or Dog(s) are or will be in the Living Room)

 • There are a mix of flush 2-gang (4 of) and 1-gang (1 of) 13 amp switch sockets, together with specific appliance

switches/isolators (1), fitted on 3 of the Living Room's walls, together with 1 x Telephone Point (containing an

ADSL adaptor), 1 x Co-axial (aerial) point, and 1 x Switched Spur

• Seating provided comprises of 1 x Snuggle Chair (seats 1.5 persons), 1 x 3-seater Settee, and 1 x Single

Armchair.  All units are on legs and although movable, it is requested that due to their weight (plus ‘danger’ of

the carpet being damaged if furniture is moved), they remain in their current positions

• Within the room other furniture consists of 1 x wall-mounted pine dresser top with glazed door; 1 x

free-standing pine dresser base (which has 2 drawers and 2 cupboards); 1 x Oak Pembroke Table; 1 x Piano and

1 x Piano Stool; 1 x Nest of (3) Pine Tables; 1 x Pine Coffee Table; 1 x Pine TV table (with shelf and drawer); 1

x Small Pine Drop-Leaf Table; 1 x wicker-topped occasional table with black metal legs, and 1 x Dark Oak

Magazine Rack
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LIVING ROOM (continued)

• Audio-visual equipment and other items include;-

< a 32"/81.3cm Freeview-HD TV (with remote control handset and teletext), 

< a Blu-ray Smart HD player (also plays DVDs, and has a remote control handset),

< a Sky FreeSat player (with remote control handset)

< a Wi-fi Router

< a combined DAB Radio/CD-player Music Centre

< a Piano

< a range of DVDs (suitable for various age groups)

< a range of Books (suitable for various age groups)

• Emergency Exit from the Living Room (dependant upon the source of the emergency) is to be made either

through the bottom half of the upvc double glazed lockable and openable window located at the side of

the Living Room and then into firstly the side courtyard, and then into Newton Road (Please Note that the

bottom window locks into position to allow an exit, but that to effect the exit one has to crawl into the side

courtyard) OR up the stairs to the Dining Room, and then into either through the Kitchen’s Patio doors

into the Courtyard Garden (to the rear) OR into Nottage Road via the property's Hallway and Main

Entrance

INTERNAL STAIRS  

(FROM THE MAIN HALLWAY TO UPSTAIRS), HALF-LANDING AND TOP LANDING

• There are 10 stairs leading up from the Main Hallway to the half-landing then another 2 stairs to the first floor. 

• Of the 10 stairs, their width = 29.75"/76cm, and each has an average Riser Height of 7.5"/19cm and average

Tread depth of 9"/23cm.  The half-landing measures 63"/160cm wide x 34.75"/88cm deep, whilst the remaining

two stairs to the top landing have dimensions of 31.25"/79.5cm width, 8"/20cm average Riser height and

9.5"/24cm average Tread depth

• The staircase has its own banister, but no other handrail, although there is a dado rail (3"/7.5cm high, 1"/2.5cm

deep) fitted to the left-hand side of the wall (the dado rail is fixed 39.75"/110cm up from the stair-tread level)

• The staircase is generally well lit, being served by;- 

< Daylight from a  upvc double-glazed lockable window on the wall of the half-landing.  This window has

tilt-and-turn functions, and opens inwards, being hinged on its left-hand side. From the half-landing there

is a view into and over the Courtyard Garden, as well as over part of Newton Road 

< Artificial light from a 3-arm light-fitting (fitted with energy-saving lamps). The lights can be switched on

(or off) from both downstairs and upstairs switches, which are located (a) on a 3-gang light switch

mounted flush on the wall to the left of the mirror in the Main Hallway, and (b) on a 1-gang light switch

mounted flush on the wall to the right of the Back Bedroom’s door on the Landing

< Artificial light from two 1930s-style floor-standing light-fittings (fitted with energy-saving lamps) with

opaque lamp-shades, and operated from the 1 x 2-gang 13 amp switch socket sited on the half-landing,

• All of the staircase, half-landing and top landing are fully carpeted

• Heating within the Staircase' and Landings' area is primarily sourced from heat being convected from downstairs'

radiators

• Hanging from the  upvc double-glazed lockable window on the wall of the half-landing, is a wooden-framed

1930s-style stained-glass window

BEDROOMS

     BEDROOM 1 (Front Bedroom)

• The door of the Front Bedroom is 30.75"/78cm wide (hinged inwards on its left-hand side) of original pine

wood, and is fitted with a Victorian-style brass lockable rim lock and brass knobs
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BEDROOM 1 (Front Bedroom) (continued)

• The Front Bedroom is well lit, being served by;- 

< Daylight from a  large lockable upvc double-glazed window, the top section of which opens outwards

(hinged along its top edge).  This window overlooks the Nottage Road/Southward Lane junction

< Daylight from a  large lockable upvc tilt-and-turn double-glazed window.  This window enjoys a view

over Swansea Bay, and also overlooks Newton Road.  (Please refer to the Bullet Point relating to

“Emergency Exit”)

< Artificial light from a 3-arm light-fitting (fitted with energy-saving lamps). The switch for the light-

fitting is on a flush-mounted 2-gang white plate located on the right-hand wall after entering the Front

Bedroom. On the 2-gang light switch, the switch to operate the light fitting, is that nearest to the doorway

(the other switch operates the lights in the attic, so must not be left in the On position)

< Artificial light from two bedside table-lamps (fitted with energy-saving lamps), plus from one table-lamp

(fitted with an energy-saving lamp) located on the Dressing-table.  All table-lamps have on-off switches

attached to their cables, and can also be operated by their individual 13 amp switch sockets

• Flooring within the front bedroom is a mix of (primarily) bare (varnished) floor-boards, on which is a large rug

(in front of the fireplace) and 2 long rugs (either side of the bed)

• Immediately opposite the Bedroom door, on the far wall, is a double central heating radiator (56.5"/143cm wide

x 31"/79cm high [from the top of the radiator to the floor] x 4.75"/12cm deep [from the front of the radiator to

the wall])

• Within the room are three 2-gang switch sockets (flush) and one 4-gang extension socket and lead

• Furniture within the room includes;

< 1 x Dressing Table and Mirror.  The dressing table has 2 top drawers and 1 bottom drawer, and overall

dimensions (excluding the mirror) are 41.75"/106.5cm wide x 17.75"/45.5cm deep x 27.25"/69cm high

< 1 x Dressing Table Stool (Piano Stool).  The stool has an internal storage compartment (hinges forwards

from its bottom edge) and its dimensions are 21"/53.5cm wide x  15.5"/34cm deep x 21"/53.5cm high

< 1 x Low-boy.  The unit has 2 top drawers and a full width cupboard (2 doors) below, and overall

dimensions are 36"/91.5cm wide x 17.75"/45.5cm deep x 37.25"/95cm high

< 1 x Freestanding Wardrobe.  This unit has one central door with built-in full-length mirror plus one panel

either side of the door, and underneath the wardrobe, there is also one full length, deep, drawer.  Inside

the wardrobe section are two clothes rails plus one set of revolving hooks. The dimensions of the

wardrobe (including the drawer) are 48"/122cm wide x 16.5"/41.5cm deep x 76"/193cm high

< 1 x 4'6" Double Metal Bed Frame, bedhead and foot end (all in a green mottled metal finish, with brass

embellishments and a sprung slatted base). Dimensions for the base of the bed (including its mattress) are

54"/135cm wide x 75"/190cm long 

< 2 x Bedside Cabinets with glass (protective) tops.  Each Cabinet has one open shelf, under which is a

door.  Inside each cabinet is one shelf.  Each cabinet is 19.75"/50cm wide x 17"/43cm deep x

27.75"/69.5cm high

< 1 x Wooden High-backed Armchair.  Dimensions for the chair are 20"/51cm width x 24"/61cm

(approximate) depth x 43.5"/110.5cm height

< 1 x Silver-framed Rectangular Mirror (hangs over the fireplace)

< 1 x Edwardian Fireplace (non-working) with grey slate-tiled hearth and a Pine mantelpiece

< 2 x Metal Curtain Poles with Finials, 4 Metal Tie Backs and Curtain Rings

< 2 pairs Curtains and 4 x Cream Cord Tiebacks

< 2 x Framed original paintings by Annabel

< 1 x DAB radio with built in Alarm

< 1 x Hairdrier (Electric) c/w Hairdrier ‘pouch’

• Emergency Exit from the Front Bedroom (dependant upon the source of the emergency) is to be made

either down the stairs to the Main Hallway, and then into Nottage Road from the property's Main

Entrance, OR through the upvc double glazed lockable and openable window located at the side of the

Bedroom and then into Newton Road (Please note that the side window is three storey above ground level,

and that it is also directly above the wall of the side Courtyard.  On that basis (should exit be possible 
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BEDROOM 1 (Front Bedroom) (continued)

only from that window) it would be best to wait for the Fire Brigade to attend with a suitable length

ladder)

BEDROOM 2 (Back Bedroom)

• The door to the Back Bedroom is 31"/79cm wide (hinged inwards on its left-hand side) of original pine wood

and fitted with a Victorian-style brass lockable rim lock and brass knobs 

• The Back Bedroom is well lit, being served by;- 

< Daylight from a  large lockable upvc double-glazed tilt and turn, and openable window, the left-hand

section of which opens inwards (hinged along its left edge).  This window enjoys a view into and over

the property’s Courtyard Garden, as well of the properties in  Newton Road.  (Please refer to the Bullet

Point relating to “Emergency Exit”)

< Artificial light from a 3-arm light-fitting (fitted with energy-saving lamps). The switch for the light-

fitting is on a flush-mounted 1-gang white plate located on the right-hand wall after entering the Back

Bedroom. 

< Artificial light from two bedside table-lamps (fitted with energy-saving lamps).  Both table-lamps have

on-off switches attached to their cables, and can also be operated by their individual 13 amp switch

sockets

• The floor within the back bedroom is fully carpeted

• On the right-hand wall of the Back Bedroom is a single central heating radiator (56"/142cm wide x 35"/89cm

high [from the top of the radiator to the floor] x 2.75"/7cm deep [from the front of the radiator to the wall])

• Within the room are three 2-gang 13 amp switch sockets (flush) and one surface-mounted Telephone Point

(containing an ADSL adaptor)

• Furniture within the room includes;

< 1 x Pine Wardrobe which has 3 doors and 2 full-width drawers,. The Dimensions for the unit are

52"/132cm wide x 20.5"/52.5cm deep x 70"/178cm high

< 1 x Pine Chest of Drawers which has 5 drawers (3 of which are full width). The Dimensions for the unit

are 31.5"/80cm wide x 17.25"/44cm deep x 31"/79cm high 

< 1 x Pine Bedside Cabinet which has one top shelf and 2 full-width drawers.  The dimensions for the unit

are  17"/43cm wide x 17.25"/44cm deep x 24.5"/62cm high

< 1 x Guest Bed, comprising of;-

• 1 x 3ft single bed and mattress (36"/91.4cm wide x 75"/190cm long), under which is stored 

• 1 x 2ft 6in single bed and mattress (30"/76.2cm wide x 75"/190cm long unit with folding legs,

which when unfolded, bring the mattress height up to that of the 3ft bed). 

• Please Note that when both beds are joined together using the 'Quick Link adjustable snap-shut

belt' provided, together with the fully reversible pocketed luxury comforter, they convert the 2

beds into one small super king size bed (i.e. 66"/168cm wide x 75"/190cm long)

< 1 x Pine Rectangular Mirror (hangs over the fireplace)

< 1 x Edwardian Fireplace (non-working) with red/cream tiled hearth and a Pine mantelpiece

< 1 x Framed original painting by Annabel

< 1 x Metal Curtain Pole with Finials, 2 Metal Tie Backs and Curtain Rings

< 1 pair Green and White Check-pattern Curtains

< 1 x Hairdrier (Electric) c/w Hairdrier ‘pouch’

• Emergency Exit from the Back Bedroom (dependant upon the source of the emergency) is to be made

either down the stairs to the Main Hallway, and then into Nottage Road from the property's Main

Entrance, OR through the upvc double glazed lockable and openable window located within the Back

Bedroom and then down into the Courtyard Garden (Please note that the rear window is two storeys

above ground level, and that it is also directly above the patio.  On that basis (should exit be possible only

from that window) it would be best to wait for the Fire Brigade to attend with a suitable length ladder)
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COURTYARD GARDEN

• Entry into the Courtyard Garden from the Property, can be made either through the Kitchen's Patio Doors, or

through the Rear Lobby's Back Door (Please refer to both the KITCHEN and to the REAR LOBBY for details of

door widths, steps etc)

• The Courtyard Garden is bounded on three sides by a mix of stone and brick walls (all painted white), and on the

fourth side by the house itself

• Immediately outside the Kitchen's Patio Doors, and the Rear Lobby's Back Door, lying parallel to the back wall

of the property, is a path of Edwardian-style diamond-chequered pavers  bounded by Edwardian-style rope-twist

grey border edging.

• The area immediately in front of the Rear Lobby's Back Door, and sited between that part of the Edwardian-style

rope-twist grey border edging and the wall which overlooks Newton Road, as well as between the back wall of

the property and the Garden Studio, created as a Patio area, all of which is laid in Edwardian-style

diamond-chequered pavers part-bounded by Edwardian-style rope-twist grey border edging.

• Sited on the Edwardian-style diamond-chequered patio will be found a total of 4 high-back (folding) garden

chairs, together with 1 glass-topped circular garden table complete with 1 garden umbrella and 1 base for same

• Diagonally opposite the Patio area is an 64 -shaped ‘bed’, containing a range of plants, shrubs, and trees,  the

front of the ‘bed’ being bounded by Edwardian-style rope-twist grey border edging.  

• Contained within the boundary created principally from the Edwardian-style rope-twist grey border edging, is a

central area laid to Golden-Corn Stone Chippings laid over a weed-control membrane.  Within the central area is

1 high-back (folding) garden chair, together with 1 garden footstool

• On the back (outside) wall of the property, located between the wall to the left of the Kitchen's Patio Doors, and

to the right of the Rear Lobby's Back Door, there are;-

< a wall-mounted 2-gang waterproof (IP65) switch-socket,

< an outside tap

< a wall-mounted hose-reel complete with a yellow garden hose

< a wall-mounted automatically-retracting clothes line ‘case’ (the line itself is contained within the case) 

Please note that the line has a 'loop' on its end, and that is looped over a hook located on top of the back

wall (the hook located between the back gate and the door of the Garden Studio)

< a wall-mounted IP65 Light-Fitting (fitted with an energy-saving lamp) complete with a  glass ‘shade’ (for

protection)

• Alongside the boundary wall, and sited between the wall-mounted hose-reel and the near end of the

Edwardian-style rope-twist grey border edging of the 64 -shaped ‘bed’,  are located two (white painted)

dustbins, alongside which, is a ‘plastic’ green food-waste bin.  

• Located within the back wall of the courtyard, there is a wooden gate (lockable from the inside only).  On the

other side of the gate is a tarmacadamed lane/footpath.  Turn right, and after descending two steps, will be found

the location for placing the weekly recyclable, and rubbish, sacks for collection (Please Note and refer to bullet

point at the end of this section).

• The local Bus-stop is located adjacent to the telegraph-pole on Newton Road (not far from the wooden gate

mentioned in the previous bullet point)

• Please ensure that the correct plastic recycling sacks are always put into the dustbins before placing any

material into said dustbins, and that any and all rubbish and/or recycling materials are placed only into the

correct (coloured) sacks.  Please also ensure that food waste is only ever put into the Green Bin.  (Please Note

that details regarding what can and cannot be Recycled, together what materials are placed into which

coloured sacks, are in the Information Folder.  Details as to which coloured sacks/bins Swansea City

Council collects each week from “Pilton House” are also in the Information Folder as well as on the

Notice Board in the Kitchen.  Collection day is on a Thursday, and all bags etc have to be taken through

the Courtyard Garden’s back gate, then, after turning right, and walking down the two steps, all

bags/bins are to be placed on the pavement by 07:30am at the latest)
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GARDEN STUDIO

• To the right-hand side of the Courtyard Garden (as viewed from both the Kitchen's Patio Doors, and the Rear

Lobby's Back Door) is a substantial Garden Studio (approximately 122"/309.9cm long x 48"/121.9cm deep x 72"

to 96"/182.9cm to 243.9cm high) which has one wooden door/entrance and one historical framed Georgian

(Gothic-style) window.  

• Within the Garden Studio, the floor is laid to concrete and the walls painted white, whilst on the walls are

surface-mounted 13amp twin switch-sockets and a surface-mounted switched and fused spur.  

• Mounted on the wooden joists of the Garden Studio is both a pulley-controlled “Kitchen-Maid” clothes-drier, as

well as a ‘ceiling' mounted 4-lamp light fitting (operated by the surface-mounted switched and fused spur).  

• At the far end of the Garden Studio (as seen when entering) are some storage cabinets (i.e. two wall-cabinets and

one floor-cabinet with work-top housing a round sink unit).  Please note that at present there is not any water

supply to or within the Garden Studio. 

• Kept within the building are several garden tools ( i.e a rake to ‘smooth’ the stone chippings; garden hand-trowel

and hand-fork; dustpan and brush), as well as a Chiminea-cum-BBQ and a blue carrying case containing various

bbq tools.  

• (Please Note that besides the items normally kept within the Garden Studio, during late Autumn, all Winter, and

early Spring months, all Garden Furniture  -  as also mentioned under “COURTYARD GARDEN” and

comprising of 5 high-back (folding) garden chairs,1 garden footstool, 1 glass-topped circular garden table,1

garden umbrella and 1 base for same  -  is stored within the Garden Studio)

FURTHER INFORMATION, FACILITIES AND NOTES

• Within both the Living Room and the Front Bedroom is an Information Folder for "Pilton House" containing

information for holidaymakers about the property, together with details of emergency contacts including for

Doctors and Hospitals. 

• A selection of books and magazines, maps, DVDs and CDs, and board games, together with information leaflets  

-  for places to visit, both locally and further afield, and about various activities etc (including walks, cycling,

and surfing)  -  are located in the Living Room

• Should Holidaymakers’ have and use Mobile Phones, it should be noted that both within and outside “Pilton

House” some mobile phone networks have range/connectivity problems in parts of the Newton area. From

others’ experience it would appear that the ‘best’ network (at “Pilton House”) for reception and making calls is

Vodaphone, although reception can vary in different parts of the property.

• If you bring dog(s) on holiday, please note that Newton village is semi-rural, comprising of a mix of

Residential, some Farming/Countryside, and several Beaches, and as such the area is subject to various

regulations and code, so wherever and whenever dog(s) are outside “Pilton House” and any of its Garden areas,

please note that;-

< All Residential areas within the City and County of Swansea are subject to Swansea City Council

Bye-laws.  Any/all dogs brought on holiday therefore should always be under effective control, and when

walking any dog or dogs, they should always be on a lead (except where Swansea City Council Bye-laws

re dogs state otherwise  -  q.v. http://www.swansea.gov.uk/index.cfm?articleid=3273   -  for

clarification).

< All Farming/Countryside areas are subject to the Countryside Code, a paper copy of which is supplied at

“Pilton House”

< Accessibility for dogs on Swansea and Gower Beaches can be read at

http://www.swansea.gov.uk/index.cfm?articleid=1110 )

< Wherever and wherever any holidaymakers’ dog(s’) poo, or otherwise make a mess, such must be 
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FURTHER INFORMATION, FACILITIES AND NOTES (continued)

immediately removed/picked up by the dog(s) owner(s) in poo-bags (Please note that where

holidaymakers’ have ‘run out of’ their own poo-bags, Swansea City Council do supply (in some local

areas)  poo-bags (within pole-mounted Green bins).  “Pilton House” also provides a small supply of

empty poo-bags, which are kept in the bottom drawer behind the Kitchen door).

< All dog mess placed in poo-bags must (only) be placed in one of Swansea City Council’s Red poo-bins,

which are sited in and around Newton and elsewhere (Within the Information Folder for Holidaymaker’s

will be found location details re a few local Red poo-bins)

• Re Dogs brought on holiday and being inside any part of “Pilton House” and any of its Garden areas;-

< Within any part or parts of “Pilton House”, any ‘mess’ of any type, caused by any dogs, must be

thoroughly cleaned and disinfected immediately, and in all instances Home from Home must be advised,

and before the property is vacated

< Within any part or parts of “Pilton House”, should any item, area or anything else within “Pilton House”

be damaged or destroyed by any dogs, then in all instances  Home from Home must be advised, and

before the property is vacated

• As regards any  Damage/Breakages caused or made during the period holidaymakers’ (including their family,

friends and/or visitors) anywhere/within any part or parts of “Pilton House” and any of its Garden areas;-

< If such Damage/Breakage results in any ‘mess’ of any type, caused by any person, animal, bird etc, then

such Damage/Breakage/mess must be thoroughly cleaned and disinfected immediately, and in all

instances Home from Home must be advised, and before the property is vacated

< Within any part or parts of “Pilton House”, should any item, area or anything else within “Pilton House”

be damaged or destroyed by any  person, animal, bird etc, then such Damage/Breakage/mess must in all

instances be advised to Home from Home, and before the property is vacated

AREAS WITHIN THE PROPERTY NOT FOR USE OR ACCESS BY HOLIDAYMAKERS 

(unless agreed to by the Property Owners)

AIRING CUPBOARD (LOCKED, AND USED FOR OWNERS' STORAGE ONLY)

< The door of the Airing Cupboard is 30.75"/78cm wide (hinged outwards on its left-hand side) is original

(painted white) and fitted with a Victorian-style brass lockable rim lock and brass knobs

ATTIC AREA

• The access door of the Attic is painted white and fitted with an owner-operated lock

CONTACT INFORMATION

• Address: "Pilton House", 2 Nottage Road, Newton, near Mumbles, Swansea, SA3 4SU

• Directions: When entering Mumbles from Swansea (i.e. on the A4067) you will reach a mini-roundabout (just

past a car-park on your left-hand side).  At the roundabout, take the 2nd exit (i.e. turn to the right) and drive up

Newton Road (B4593) - which has shops either side of the road  -  until you reach a set of traffic lights and a

signpost pointing left to both Langland and Caswell (B4593) Turn left, and follow the road (goes up a hill, then

round a right-hand bend, then along a straight-ish section of road before bearing to the left and up another hill). 

After the latter (just at the top of that hill) you will reach a cross-roads (if going too fast you might miss it!)  At

the cross-roads you need to turn right into Southward Lane (there is a Nursing Home on the right-hand corner),

and then drive along that road (few bends in both directions, and varying widths of road).  You will soon see (on

your right-hand side), a shop (Newton Newsagents) so slow down, as "Pilton House" (with the blue front door)

will now be facing you to your left-hand side
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Home from Home's Contact details;-

Telephone number:  01792 360624

E-mail address: enquiries@homefromhome.com

Website: http://www.homefromhome.com/cottage-details/299# 

 CONTACT INFORMATION (continued)

Our Contact details;-

Our names: John and Angela (Algar) 

Telephone number: 01792 234554

E-mail address: johnandangela@piltonhouse2nr.plus.com 

Websites: http://piltonhousegower.wordpress.com/ 

http://www.homefromhome.com/cottage-details/299#

Social Media https://twitter.com/Pilton_House

https://www.facebook.com/PiltonHouseSelfCateringNewtonMumblesGowerSwanseaUK  

https://plus.google.com/u/0/b/116447027268775450031/116447027268775450031/posts

Please Note that "Pilton House" is available for holidays (of any length) through all 365 days of the year, as well as for

the 366 days of ‘Leap’ years


